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Disclaimer

This document is not subject to your license agreement or any other service or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no
obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related presentation, or to develop or release any
functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation and SAP's strategy and possible future
developments, products, and/or platforms directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at
any time for any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to
deliver any material, code or functionality. This document is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied,
including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. This
document is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or
omissions in this document, except if such damages were caused by SAP's willful misconduct or gross negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially
from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as
of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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Supply Chain
Companies continue to be challenged by inconsistent
demand from customers and an increased expectation for
responsiveness – as the supply chain itself becomes more
complex.

Supply chains are under more pressure from increasingly
volatile demand and supply that is complex and difficult to
change quickly. Customer expectations are growing steadily,
and greater revenue opportunities are possible – if a company
responds quickly. But today’s supply chains are often spread
across global networks. Lack of visibility and lengthy decision
processes make it difficult to plan and execute with speed and
precision.

Companies need a clear understanding of their customers, the
ability to respond with flexibility, and the capacity to maximize
opportunities. Fortunately, the line between planning and
execution has diminished, and the time needed for execution
can be reduced. Innovative technologies can analyze data in real
time, enable better collaboration across lines of business, and
provide vital business information in a network or on demand.
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The SAP® Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) application
addresses companies’ challenges around three themes:

Control the supply chain in real time: Leverage complete access
to and visibility of supply chain information to collaboratively create
scenarios and simulate the effects of decisions in real time to
increase supply chain profitability.

Orchestrate the global supply network: Use true demand signals
such as point-of-sale, social media, and market research data to
sense customer demand signals immediately and respond in real
time to build that demand into the planning processes.

Execute the supply chain efficiently: With increased supply chain
complexity and rising transportation costs, it becomes more
difficult to deliver the perfect order. Efficient execution requires
real-time visibility into logistics events and business dynamics.

SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA® leads the way to
new real-time business practices in the following key areas of
supply chain:
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Integrated Business Planning
Sales and Operations Planning

Business Practices Today
Sales and operations planning creates a profitable demand and supply plan
across multiple lines of business in four major steps:
1. Effective collaboration of all stakeholders creates a consensus-based

demand statement that balances volume, revenue, and margin goals.

2. The supply side creates an integrated plan for inventory, production, and
procurement.

3. Demand and supply plans are merged into a unified plan for balancing
and alignment.

4. A management review and analysis process monitors performance to
ensure achievement of business objectives.

Ambition
We believe that the currently predominant practice of planning sales and
operations in a waterfall model will be replaced by integrated, continuous
planning and analysis that reflect real-world events like supply or demand
disruptions in real time.

Best-run companies are beginning to use this new set of practices to drive
revenue, market share, and profitability. This approach requires cross-
functional integration of people, processes, and systems. SAP software
helps establish new sales and operations planning practices by integrating
sales, finance, products, and operations for a complete and comprehensive
process to drive business outcomes:
 Optimized product profitability, customer profitability, and product mix by

reflecting supply and financial constraints in the planning

 Lower inventory levels to optimize working capital while consistently
meeting target customer service levels

 Fewer material shortages through proactive changes to supply plans to
avoid manufacturing capacity shortfalls and insufficient material supply

Increased
revenue
growth
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Challenges
It is difficult to transform the linear sales and operations planning (S&OP)
process into a real-time model that responds immediately to demand and
supply changes with integrated plans across organizations and along the full
supply network:
 Disconnected systems: Systems involved in the S&OP process are

disconnected and stitched together with Microsoft Excel workbooks,
which delays propagation of demand and supply disruptions through the
process.

 Inadequate user interfaces: Business users in sales, marketing, and
management refuse to work with complicated applications, which delays
integration of business knowledge into the planning process.

 Manual processes: Incongruent data and manual process steps waste
time in data assembly that is then missing in analyzing data, which
makes it impossible to translate this insight into effective plan
adjustments.

 Limited root cause analysis: Many plans operate on the aggregate level
and don’t allow interactive drill-down functionality into the root causes of
demand or supply disruptions, which limits their quality and bogs down
corrective action.

 Incomplete supply network modeling: Partial models of the supply
network that operate on incomplete or aggregated data make it
impossible to run meaningful simulations and compare planning
scenarios.

 Shaky management reporting: Management reports run against outdated
plans and are frequently shared using office tools, which erodes trust in
the reports and reduces the confidence in taking corrective action.

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
The SAP Sales and Operations Planning application, powered by SAP
HANA, uses innovative technology to run a real-time comprehensive
process that optimizes plans for better business results:

Big Data – The SAP HANA platform enables real-time planning and analysis
at any level of granularity and dimension with a unified model of demand,
supply chain, and financial data.

Social networking – Embedded, context-aware social collaboration enables
rapid planning, decision making, and execution across the organization and
along the supply chain.

Cloud computing – SAP HANA Cloud Platform makes state-of-the-art
technology easier to deliver, consume, and share – creating a new order of
simplicity.

Mobile – Users can access SAP Sales and Operations Planning via mobile
devices such as smart phones and tablets.

Up to 10x
faster
Core interface (CIF)
delta report
16K Storage location stocks

5K Purchase orders
5.5K Purchase requisitions
22K Sales orders
158K Production orders
14K Planned orders*

Reduced
working
capital
requirements
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Integration – Use of SAP HANA Cloud Integration technology enables
smooth integration between SAP Sales and Operations Planning and other
SAP software solutions.

Innovation in Detail
We have built the SAP Sales and Operations Planning application to help
our customers unlock the potential of real-time sales and operations
planning:

Unified S&OP model: The application uses the power of the SAP HANA
platform to plan and replan supply and demand based on a unified model
that also reflects financial and strategic parameters. Simulations and
planning scenarios run in real time and support quick, confident decision
making.

Figure 1: Sales and Operations Planning That Integrates Operational Systems

Stakeholder engagement: Our rich, embedded social collaboration platform
connects stakeholders across organizations to accelerate planning and
responses to disruptions. Collaboration on a common set of objectives
generates strong buy-in from internal groups and external partners in the
supply chain.
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Figure 2: Collaboration Platform for Easier Interaction Among Team Members

Real-time plans: SAP Sales and Operations Planning supports real-time
planning and analysis based on a single, integrated model. Data can be
imported directly from SAP and non-SAP software sources, including
enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management, financial
planning, advanced planning and optimization, and business warehouse
software. The SAP HANA platform enables interactive analysis of massive
data volumes at any level of granularity – to find root causes for disruptions
and to decide on effective action.

Simulations and scenarios: The data model for sales and operations
planning offers rapid, interactive simulation and scenario analysis that
deliver results in seconds. This feature makes a qualitative difference to
business users who can run and compare planning scenarios in real time to
optimize the business outcome. Teams that use the simulation in planning
and decision meetings can reach consensus based on the basis of the best-
possible information. Seeing the impact of proposed changes on key
performance indicators (KPIs) in seconds creates a new sense of
accountability and buy-in.
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Figure 3: Dashboard with Simple Access to Key Data in Real Time

From decision to action: Our embedded social collaboration platform
motivates the right people to collaborate effectively in sales and operations
planning. User-friendly tools for discussions, document sharing, and decision
making foster collaboration and drive consensus decisions. Integration of
common tools in the analysis and decision process allows planners to use
Microsoft Excel enhanced by a special toolbar that saves data directly to the
unified data model. Assumptions, comments, and ideas can be shared with
the team through a group social feed. The rich social collaboration platform
helps track planning progress: who has been assigned to key action items,
what progress the planning process is making, and where the process gets
stuck.

By helping team members collaborate more quickly and easily, SAP Sales
and Operations Planning fosters engagement and organizational buy-in.
This approach ultimately accelerates planning and leads to better decisions
that people feel accountable for.
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Figure 4: Simulations with Direct Access to the Planning Model

Benefits
Speed, accuracy, and agility: Faster, more flexible, and more precise
sales and operations planning that results from real-time information,
simulations in a unified model, and collaboration in the decision making
and execution process

Business growth: A common business framework and real-time
information that help planners identify and execute tactics that drive
revenue growth and increase market share

Profitability: Higher product profitability, better customer profitability, and
a smarter product mix based on a complete planning model that reflects
supply and financial constraints

Cost savings: Better planning in real time that minimizes inventory
levels and reduces working capital tied up in risky inventory

Reliable supply: Avoidance of capacity and material shortages through
effective resource usage that is based on real-time information

Market responsiveness: Fast adjustment of sales and operations plans
to changing market conditions, using model-based simulation and
scenarios
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Road Map and Outlook
Sales and operations planning practices evolve continuously, and SAP will
co-innovate solutions that support better business practices with ongoing
enhancements to user experience, planning functionality, and process
integration.

Product Details and Prerequisites
Two deployment options are available:
 Cloud deployment:

– Microsoft Excel
– SAP Jam™ social software platform
– Browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

 On-premise deployment:
– SAP HANA, limited runtime edition for applications, platform edition,

or enterprise editions
– Microsoft Excel
– SAP Jam
– Browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

How to Get Started
Please visit the following Web sites to learn more:

SAP Sales and Operations Planning

SAP Sales and Operations Planning on YouTube

SAP Education offerings

http://www.saphana.com/community/learn/solutions/sales-and-operations-planning/
http://www.youtube.com/user/SAPSOP2013/videos?view=0
https://training.sap.com/v2/course/tzscso-overview-of-sales--operations-planning-on-demand-powered-by-hana-classroom-097-us-en/schedules/
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Supply Chain Planning

Business Practices Today
The SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization component of SAP Supply
Chain Management helps enterprises to carry out collaborative real-time
supply chain planning with their business partners. Main planning activities
are:
 Collaborative supply planning based on customer requirements and

supplier material availability at an early stage

 Collaborative demand planning based on period-based key figures of
manufacturers and retailers

 Collaborative transportation planning to streamline work processes
between manufacturers and their transportation service providers

SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization supports planning processes as
well as monitoring and decision support.

Ambition
Fast, reliable, accurate, and efficient planning, analysis, and monitoring
activities are the key objectives of a real-time supply chain.

Business dynamics shrink the planning window, while the planning process
already requires a perfect choreography of standardized tasks and
procedures to deliver reliable results for supply chain planning.

We observe that business practices evolve toward more frequent planning
runs to react faster to changes and provide up-to-date supply chain related
data for decision making.

Challenges
Access to data: Planning activities need timely access to demand
information from the supply network – but this is difficult or impossible due to
the large volume of supply chain–related data.

Decision making: Decisions are often based on incomplete, inaccurate,
and outdated information.

Speed: Planning and forecasting processes with high volumes of data can
be very time-consuming.

Reduced
from ~8 h
to ~5 h
Supply and
demand planning
process chain*
1.27M time series
38K location-products
2.9K resources
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Business Innovation with SAP HANA
The columnar storage architecture in SAP HANA and its in-memory
functionality drive new levels of performance and volumes of data that can
be processed. This enables business process innovation that solves key
challenges in planning and forecasting processes for the first time.

Visibility: Deep visibility into large volumes of supply chain data, from
analytical output to transactional data, results in:
 Immense potential for cost savings and improved margins through

deeper insight into large volumes of granular data

 Better control over the total supply chain cost with a holistic view of all
costs

 Optimization of customer service levels and revenue through detailed
analysis of supply chain exceptions and deviations

Real-time: Access to real-time supply chain data results in:
 Improved supply chain responsiveness through proactive management of

changes in demand and supply

 Reduced out-of-stocks and lost sales in real time with better insight of
current supply and demand

 Improved planning and forecasting accuracy by utilizing trusted and up-
to-date supply chain–related data

Speed: Fast analysis and simulations result in:
 Increased business user productivity that enables faster planning

processes and drives rapid consensus across the supply chain network

 Increased supply chain performance achieved by rapidly reassessing
forecasts and plans as and when needed

 Significantly improved cost efficiency achieved by reducing latency
between planning and execution

Innovation in Detail
Powered by SAP HANA, SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization enables
companies to cut demand planning and supply network planning batch
cycles by up to 40% based on process changes and performance.

Based on measurements done on SAP test data, the following performance
improvements have been observed:*
 Core interface (CIF) delta report (requires the SAP ERP application

running on SAP HANA) faster by up to a factor of 10

 Deletion of outdated customer and purchase orders faster by up to a
factor of 2

Up to 3x
Initial loading of
supply network
planning book*
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 Initial loading interactive transactions faster by up to a factor of 3
– Demand planning book
– Supply network planning book
– Alert monitor

 Batch process chains up to 40% faster
– Supply network planning heuristic run
– Demand planning run
– Production planning and detailed scheduling supply and demand

planning run (package size optimized for SAP HANA)

Disclaimer: All measurements are done based on customer and SAP test
data. Runtime improvements can be expected to differ with other data and
configurations.

Benefits
Visibility: Better and deeper visibility into the entire supply chain

Decision making: Faster access to real-time data without latency, enabling
faster decision making in a dynamic environment

Supply chain performance and responsiveness: Rapid revision of
forecasts, increased accuracy, and the ability to plan in frequent cycles, all
enhancing supply chain performance significantly

User experience: Improved user experience and faster interaction

Customer satisfaction: Deeper visibility that helps in better managing
supply chain exceptions and deviations, thereby providing better customer
service levels

Efficiency: Additional time gained due to shorter run of batch process
chains

Road Map and Outlook
Further improvements are planned for the most-used transactions and
reports.

Product Details/Prerequisites
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization running on SAP HANA

SAP SCM 7.12

SAP NetWeaver® 7.31 technology platform
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Integrated SAP liveCache

Business Practices Today
For operating the SAP liveCache technology, a dedicated SAP MaxDB®

database server is required, resulting in additional administrative effort for
setup and maintenance.

Ambition
Reduced cost of operations through:
 Reduction of setup and administration effort

 Elimination of separate hardware

 No need to keep separate SAP MaxDB for SAP Advanced Planning and
Optimization using SAP liveCache

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
With SCM solutions from SAP powered by SAP HANA, you have the option
to operate SAP liveCache as an integrated part of the SAP HANA database.

Innovation in Detail
SAP HANA and SAP liveCache share the same hardware and can be
administrated as one database.

Benefits
Simplification: Reduced hardware since SAP liveCache based on SAP
HANA does not require a dedicated server

Cost: Lower total cost of ownership (TCO) due to reduced administration
effort, simplified backup and recovery, and easier knowledge management

Product Details/Prerequisites
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization running on SAP HANA

SAP SCM 7.12

SAP NetWeaver 7.31

Integrated
SAP liveCache
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Search and Fact Sheets from SAP HANA
for Planning Data in SAP SCM

Ambition
Supply chain companies seek the following features while navigating
through supply chain planning data:
 State-of-the-art search experience for SAP BusinessObjects™ business

intelligence (BI) solutions, systemwide, cross-business-entity with
contextual navigation

 Fuzzy text search with type-ahead functionality

 List of hits with most important information

 Easy way to refine the search either by adding additional search criteria
or by usage of business-entity dimension

 Ability to get detailed information about the object

 Use of relations between the objects to navigate from one hit to related
objects or into a transaction in SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization

Road Map and Outlook
 Information mining – central access point for all product- or location-

dependent data

 Search models and fact sheets from SAP HANA for:
– Product
– Location
– Location product
– Transportation lane

Search and fact
sheets from
SAP HANA
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Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level
Optimization

Business Practices Today
Today’s hypercompetitive business environment continues to fuel increasing
complexity in supply chains and manufacturing processes. This complexity
challenges companies to free up working capital while still maintaining high
levels of customer service. Companies simply must be smarter about how
they deploy inventory across the supply chain to meet customer demand.

Historically, basic inventory management systems calculate inventory
targets at infrequent intervals, one stage at a time. This traditional, single-
stage approach treats each inventory stage in isolation; therefore, the
approach cannot account for how every node of the extended supply chain
affects every other node.

Worse still, instead of quantifying and managing uncertainty, these systems
often simply ignore it. As a result, no one is happy: Too little inventory
frustrates customers, and too much inventory frustrates finance and puts the
company’s margins at risk. Inventory at the wrong place at the wrong time
bothers everyone – costing the company time and money.

Ambition
To manage your multistage supply chain while meeting customer service
commitments, you need software that delivers supply and demand insight.
The SAP Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization application
gives you insight, recommending the specific actions needed to balance
service with inventory levels and costs. You can plan and manage inventory
with detailed information that helps you understand demand patterns and
supply constraints.
 Improve supply chain performance by tightening inventories

 Enhance customer service without driving up costs

 Optimize inventory planning at every stocking location and item level

 Balance inventory investment, customer service, and profitability

Challenges
Inventory planners striving to improve their productivity and business impact
face challenges from multiple directions.
 Inflexible user interfaces, with inadequate analytics, supply chain

visibility, and alerting

 Weak optimization algorithms and supply network models, which limit
business benefit

 Long scenario processing times, which reduce the planner’s productivity
and ability to find business upsides or root causes of problems

16%
Lower inventory
carrying cost for
organizations where
forecasts are dynamic
and updated frequently
Source: SAP Performance Benchmarking
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 Inability to handle very large supply networks

 Poorly integrated systems, with data movement between them often slow
and error prone

Combined, these challenges degrade the quality and timeliness of inventory
planning decisions as well as the complexity and cost of system ownership.

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
The in-memory data architecture and end-to-end application framework of
SAP HANA drive new levels of performance and volumes of data that can be
processed. This enables new opportunities for inventory planning and
forecasting innovation to create competitive advantages for global
manufacturers.

For SAP Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization, SAP HANA
will enable significantly larger supply network sizes and faster scenario
processing times. When inventory optimization algorithms are pushed into
the SAP HANA database, initial benchmarks show the algorithms tested are
at least three times faster, without linear degradation across increasingly
large supply networks.

Innovation in Detail
Inventory Optimization

Inventory optimization is the science of calculating inventory targets. Its goal
is to help meet desired service goals at the lowest total inventory cost
possible.

Inventory optimization calculates targets at the granular level of item,
location, and period. These targets fill the gap between planning and
execution. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) and advanced planning
systems use the targets as dynamic planning parameters.

Inventory optimization helps ensure having the right product at the right
place at the right time. It supports multi-echelon supply chains with high
volumes and complexities. It optimizes the inventory mix between finished
goods, raw materials, and location. In addition, it enables the ability to
analyze a large number of influencing factors, such as batches and price
changes.

31%
Lower revenue loss
from stock-outs where
safety stock violations
trigger workflow
messages with an
automated escalation
process
Source: SAP Performance Benchmarking
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Optimal Safety Stock Calculation

SAP Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization enables a holistic
supply chain view, making it possible to plan for the entire supply chain at
one time. The software captures interactions between each echelon, and
synchronized inventory deployment supports extended supply chains.
Planning for inventory targets takes place at the item-location-period
granularity level, aligning material availability with demand and supply
trends.

The product accurately accounts for multistage dependencies, capacity
constraints, and supply and demand variability, rather than ignoring them.
The robust data model is able to capture the true complexity of the supply
chain. The result is executable inventory targets optimized to meet service-
level objectives by appropriately hedging against risk at the lowest cost.

SAP Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization enables
continuous visibility into the drivers and purposes of comprehensive supply
chain performance. Multistage inventory planning and optimization brings a
robust framework to identify improvement opportunities through flexible
strategic scenario analysis.

Benefits
 Strike the right balance between customer satisfaction and profitability by

optimizing service-level targets.

 Trim your inventory levels and reduce working capital requirements by
calculating actual lead times and lead-time variability.

 Hedge inventory risk at the lowest cost by determining optimal safety
stock quantities.

Road Map and Outlook
In 2014, SAP Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization is
planned to be rewritten to maximize benefits of the SAP HANA platform,
including support for significantly larger supply network sizes and faster
scenario processing times. The new product is planned to provide a superior
user experience through the framework of SAP Fiori® apps, which
emphasize simplicity and ease of use.

In addition, the product is planned to be tightly integrated with SAP Sales
and Operations Planning, utilizing this application’s Microsoft Excel user
interface to provide an integrated user experience. The products share a
common data model, which simplifies system integration and enhances
configurability.

Inventory planning practices evolve continuously, and SAP will co-innovate
solutions that support better business practices with ongoing enhancements
to user experience, planning functionality, and process integration.
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Product Details and Prerequisites
Two deployment options are available:
 Cloud deployment:

– Microsoft Excel
– SAP Jam social software platform
– Browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

 On-premise deployment:
– SAP HANA, limited runtime edition for applications, platform edition,

or enterprise editions
– Microsoft Excel
– SAP Jam
– Browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

How to Get Started
Please visit the following Web site to learn more:

SAP Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization

http://www.sap.com/solution/lob/scm/software/inventory-management/index.html
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Demand-Driven Supply Network
SAP Demand Signal Management

Business Practices Today
Due to inadequate insight into actual demand as well as the market itself,
consumer products manufacturers often struggle with the forecasting of end
consumer sales, the calculation of optimal store inventory levels, and the
results of their competitors’ moves, while being challenged to respond
effectively to volatile consumer demand. The manufacturers collect
information about the market as well as the demand for their products from a
broad range of external data sources. They invest a great deal of effort in
cleaning, harmonizing, and translating this data into their own internal
language – to gain insight into market demand and to help optimize their
sales, marketing, and supply chain operations.

Ambition
Consumer products companies want to gain much more timely visibility into
the actual demand for their products, as well as into their success and
competitive position in the market. To improve supply chain operations, they
want a more accurate view of the consumer demand and inventory levels
across their supply chain. They would like to use this information to enable a
more responsive supply chain – one that can efficiently and effectively
respond to changes in demand and minimize the bullwhip effect.

By applying more sophisticated tools and techniques for tracking market
share and success with promotions, these manufacturers expect to
dramatically improve the return on their investments in marketing and
promotions, while improving support of sales and marketing processes. They
would also like greater ease in combining market research data and retailer
point-of-sale (POS) data with their internal data, thereby enabling broader
use of this combined data for increasing sales, market share, and brand
loyalty.

Challenges
Due to the high volume of demand information to be managed, today’s
relational databases and data storage tools represent significant data-
processing bottlenecks.

Time-consuming data harmonization (for example, linking external data
sources to relevant internal data such as material master or shipments)
forces business experts to spend time in managing data rather than in
gaining insights and extracting value from this information.

Moreover, due to the lack of industry standards, the POS data provided by
retailers is of unreliable quality, disparate, and difficult to use.

Capture
demand
Capture actual
demand signals in
near real time
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Forecasts typically do not adequately predict demand. Forecasting based on
shipments data is error-prone, with inherent aggregation assumptions, while
incorporating retailer POS data in meaningful ways is difficult.

Market research (syndicated) data, on the other hand, is easy to acquire but
expensive. The data quality as well as the structure of the data differs from
country to country, as well as between the various institutes. Reporting
across different databases and countries is extremely time-consuming,
requires detailed knowledge, and is cost-intensive. In the end, it is almost
unachievable for most companies. Large multinational corporations therefore
find it increasingly difficult to get a global view of their market.

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
The SAP Demand Signal Management application provides a robust state-
of-the-art foundation for managing the entire data upload, cleansing, and
harmonization process. This software, which includes comprehensive
business process monitoring and control, offers our customers a very
efficient approach for managing a huge volume of highly disparate data.

The application leverages powerful and modern analytics and user interface
(UI) technology, together with the performance gains due to SAP HANA, to
provide manufacturers with up-to-date views of demand signals like end
consumer sales and store inventory, as well as a comprehensive view of the
overall market.

Innovation in Detail
Powered by SAP HANA, SAP Demand Signal Management contains a
consistent, centralized in-memory database that stores, integrates, cleanses,
and harmonizes large volumes of data from disparate data sources. The
data can include external downstream data, such as POS data from
retailers, as well as market research (syndicated) data from various
providers and company-internal data like ERP master data, shipments, or
promotional master data from the SAP Customer Relationship Management
(SAP CRM) application. Additional information such as social media
sentiments or other demand-influencing data such as weather forecasts can
also be uploaded and incorporated in reporting.

Spot
trends
Quickly spot
market trends
and deviations
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SAP Demand Signal Management uses SAP HANA to support the following
features:

Harmonized data: The fully harmonized data can be used for joint reporting
across all data sources, for combining different data, and for reuse in end-to-
end processes. Cleansed and harmonized data from SAP Demand Signal
Management is especially powerful, for example, when used in downstream
processes such as demand planning and forecasting (SAP Advanced
Planning and Optimization), as well as when used as input to create more
precise promotion forecasts and to optimize promotion tactics (via SAP CRM
and the SAP Trade Promotion Optimization application). Fuzzy search in
SAP HANA is leveraged, for example, to simplify the matching of external
and internal product IDs during the harmonization process.

Fast upload and reporting: POS and market research data is uploaded
and processed efficiently by leveraging the business warehouse (BW)
infrastructure from SAP. This proven and powerful framework supports all
the required functions and features a customer expects from a demand
signal repository, such as extensibility; business monitoring of data upload;
alerting; fast on-boarding of new data sources; selective, user-role-based
release and publishing of new market share information; and more. SAP
Demand Signal Management uses in-memory-optimized BW features that
provide significant performance improvements during upload and reporting.

Powerful analytics: By leveraging the in-memory functionality of SAP
HANA, SAP Demand Signal Management supports analytics on Big Data,
which is not possible with traditional databases. This has the power to
provide global insights across retailers and countries. Performance-intensive
tasks such as the calculation of KPIs for out-of-stocks at retailer stores or
lost sales are performed directly in SAP HANA.

Predictive analysis: SAP Demand Signal Management supports predictive
analysis by using sophisticated algorithms in SAP HANA (the predictive
analytic library or PAL, the R library, and so forth). This enables users to
analyze the data based on statistic calculations – for example, to cluster
different retailer stores to identify high- and low-performing stores, cluster
products to detect best-sellers and low performers, apply appropriate
strategies, categorize new products, identify trends and patterns such as
seasonality and sales cycles, perform what-if analysis, or find causality
between different KPIs.
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Benefits
SAP Demand Signal Management addresses the needs of multiple
departments and lines of business.

Benefits for the sales and marketing department:
Greater insight into the market through monitoring the competitive
landscape and shifts in consumer demand and consumer segments,
helping to increase market share and brand value

Tailored reporting capabilities for both the local and global marketing
departments, based on different granularity and different combinations of
market research databases, in order to calculate country-specific market
share or global market shares

 Better visibility into sales performance and retailer and promotions
compliance based on yesterday’s POS data down to the store/SKU level,
providing the opportunity to react in a timely fashion

 Monitoring trade promotions performance across different stores

Benefits for the supply chain department:
More reliable supply plans that better reflect actual demand

Reduced inventory costs due to less uncertainty because of better
downstream visibility

Faster response to demand fluctuations

Benefits for the IT department:
Increased trustworthiness of external, uploaded, and harmonized data
throughout the company

 Efficient, consistent, and enterprise-wide distribution and availability of
relevant demand data

Because SAP Demand Signal Management is powered by SAP HANA,
there is no need to calculate aggregates beforehand. With SAP HANA, it is
possible to perform the reporting directly on the data residing within the
application.

Road Map and Outlook
The following innovations are planned in upcoming releases to support a
holistic, enterprise-wide demand management process:

Support of distributor data allows uploading, provisioning, and
reporting of sales data from distributors

Missing data handling allows users to deal with incomplete or missing
data deliveries

Data realignment allows efficient recalculation of enriched key figures

Respond
faster
to demand
fluctuations
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Product Details/Prerequisites
Prerequisites to run SAP Demand Signal Management 2.0 on SAP HANA
are SAP NetWeaver 7.4 (SP06) and SAP HANA 1.0 (SP07).

Additional components might be required depending on the planned use
cases, such as plug-ins to the SAP Business Suite for SAP ERP, SAP SCM,
or SAP CRM, as well as SAP BusinessObjects BI solutions and the SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform for additional desktop or
mobile visualization functionality.

How to Get Started
Pilot SAP Demand Signal Management on the SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud
service to quickly prove the value of the application.

To learn more about the existing application and benefits of SAP Demand
Signal Management powered by SAP HANA, refer to the following materials:

www.saphana.com (value assessment, solution brief and more)

SAP Community Network (information, blogs, and discussion forums)

SAP Help Portal (application help; master, sizing, and security guide)

http://www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-1668
http://scn.sap.com/community/demand-signal-management
http://help.sap.com/dsim
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SAP Enterprise Demand Sensing

Business Practices Today
Today supply chain planners struggle to bridge the gap between long-term
supply chain planning and order fulfillment, even though they have more
data than ever before. Most companies override their deployment plans and
manually align them with actual ordering patterns. Managing so many items
and locations this way is inefficient, and planners still get the plans wrong.
This leads to lost sales, higher inventory, and product allocation issues.

Ambition
Companies want to be more agile when reacting to volatile demand. They
want to leverage the latest available demand signals to create a more
accurate short-term forecast. This will allow them to improve deployment
planning, transportation planning, and inventory optimization.

Challenges
Companies don’t have the time or the tools to be able to evaluate how all the
available demand signals can be used to improve forecast accuracy. Current
tools cannot handle the granular data volume and do not have self-learning
algorithms specifically designed to adjust forecasts based on demand signal
patterns and trends.

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
The SAP Enterprise Demand Sensing application has functionality built on
the SAP HANA platform, enabling it to easily handle very large product sets
and quickly deliver results.

The algorithms are designed to be self-learning – allowing planners to focus
on value-add activities instead of time-consuming forecast model tuning.

A robust set of embedded analytics allows users to gain valuable insights
into their demand patterns and immediately take action.

Built-in social collaboration functionality accelerates root cause analysis and
the sharing of insights.

Innovation in Detail
Pattern recognition features to identify demand signals and order
patterns
Detailed historical shipment, order, and forecast patterns are used to
disaggregate the consensus forecast to the required level of granularity.
For example, if items are typically shipped on a Monday for a specific
customer, the system will automatically detect that pattern.

Sense
demand
Use the most up-to-
date demand signals
to forecast more
precisely.

Agile
Quickly respond
to new patterns
and trends
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Self-tuning algorithms to weight demand inputs
The algorithms automatically determine the most impactful demand
inputs and optimally weights each of them to generate the sensed
demand output. The forecasting models do not require any tuning. The
algorithms are self-tuning.

Powerful demand analytics that provide clear decision-support
information
A full set of demand analytics is available to help users understand the
sensed demand output. Analytics include forecast error, bias, and outlier
detection.

Collaboration tools that help you work with downstream partners
The solution leverages social collaboration solutions from SAP to support
Instant messaging and screen sharing.

Tight integration with other supply chain solutions from SAP
The application will integrate with existing systems, such as SAP ERP,
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization for demand planning and
supply network planning, SAP Sales and Operations Planning, and SAP
Enterprise Inventory and Service-Level Optimization. Granular demand
requirements can be input directly into supply network planning in SAP
Advanced Planning and Optimization. This can be used to generate a
more precise deployment plan without manual intervention.

Benefits
Increased sales and higher service levels through reduced stock-outs

 Reduced expediting costs through improved short-term forecasts

 Decreased inventory levels through a reduced need for safety stock

 Greater production agility with an increased understanding of demand
signals

Road Map and Outlook
The following innovations are planned in the upcoming releases to support a
holistic, enterprise-wide demand management process:
 On-demand offering allowing for faster time-to-value

Product Details/Prerequisites
Two deployment options are available in 2014:
 Cloud deployment:

– Browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

 On-premise deployment:
– SAP HANA 1.0, limited runtime edition for applications, platform edi-

tion, or enterprise editions
– SAP NetWeaver 7.4
– SAP Data Services 4.1 software
– Browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

Respond
faster
to demand
fluctuations
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How to Get Started
Assess the value of SAP Enterprise Demand Sensing on the SAP HANA
Enterprise Cloud service to quickly prove the value of the application.

To learn more about the existing application and benefits of SAP Enterprise
Demand Sensing powered by SAP HANA, refer to the following materials:

SAP Community Network (external information, blogs, and discussion
forums)

Learning map (consulting-specific content, including ramp-up knowledge
transfer material)

SAP Help Portal (application help; user and installation guides)

SAP Solution Explorer tool (key assets)

http://scn.sap.com/community/demand-signal-management
https://websmp106.sap-ag.de/~form/sapnet?_SHORTKEY=01100035870000755672&_SCENARIO=01100035870000000202&
http://help.sap.com/dsim
https://rapid.sap.com/se/executive#!/vlm/default/vlm-default-lob~~.~~99?lobs=lob-default-99
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Supply Network Collaboration

Business Practices Today
Supply network collaboration is one of the core capabilities of adaptive
supply chain networks and is a fundamental principle for the networked and
outsourced enterprise of today and tomorrow.

Through the SAP Supply Network Collaboration application, customers and
suppliers can eliminate inefficiencies in their supply chains by synchronizing
the flow of information between them. SAP Supply Network Collaboration
offers a 360-degree view on supply chain collaboration, which helps a
company to effectively collaborate with its customers, suppliers, third-party
logistics providers, and outsourced manufacturing partners.

On the supplier collaboration side, SAP Supply Network Collaboration offers
upstream business processes, like purchase order processing, which sends
out purchase orders (POs) to the supplier using SAP Supply Network
Collaboration. POs are typically generated as part of the customer’s material
requirements planning (MRP) run or are manually created by the customer.

Ambition
With the increase in globalization and outsourcing, supplier collaboration has
become even more complex. A complex web of collaborative connections
can make it difficult for all parties involved to share essential data regarding
shipments, supplies on hand, quality, manufacturing capacity, and other
factors that impact productivity.

Manufacturers’ goal is to create business advantage by supply chain
integration when procuring goods needed for production. Savings are
measured by the reduction in the cost of good production.

SAP Supply Network Collaboration contributes to the manufacturers’
success by reducing stocks and order cycles as well as helping to ensure
on-time delivery in the required quantity.

Challenges
The increasing complexity of business requires responsive and efficient
analytical tools to support supply chain planners with an overview of large
amounts of data and to help them handle exceptions. Analytics in SAP
Supply Network Collaboration must access and process large amounts of
different types of data, like:
 Purchase orders

 Advance shipping notifications (ASNs)

 Invoices

 Demand data

 Stock-on-hand data

Faster
interaction:
Entire purchase
order process has
been optimized
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This data is stored at different places, and the collected data also has to be
aggregated, filtered, and presented according to the user’s visibility profile.
Therefore, accessing complex analytical information can be time-consuming.

Purchase order processing includes several customer and supplier screens,
each with its own selection parameters and built-in queries. End-users
expect real-time response on all the screens they use for their processes.

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
SAP HANA technology will enable us to speed up all the analytical functions
in SAP Supply Network Collaboration. Accelerated analytics leads to better
supply chain visibility and focus on critical business events.

Queries optimized by SAP HANA for purchase order collaboration-related
screens result in faster interactions for every customer and supplier end
user, even in cases of high transaction volume. Waiting time reductions
enable more focus on business.

Innovation in Detail
The whole purchase order process has been optimized. This means faster
interactions on all the screens that are involved, including:
 Purchase order overview

 Purchase order details

 Purchase order worklist

 Due list for purchasing documents

 ASN overview

The following analytical functions in SAP Supply Network Collaboration are
optimized for SAP HANA:
 Responsiveness of the quick view screen has been improved. This can

be used as an entry screen to the Web components of SAP Supply
Network Collaboration. The quick view combines key figures and alerts
from different applications across SAP Supply Network Collaboration on
a single Web screen to give an overview of tasks to perform.

 Alert monitor architecture is completely redesigned for high performance.
The alert engine optimized for SAP HANA is based on a new storage
logic, built on a simpler table layout. Due to a performance improvement
of over 60x, end users have much faster access to analytical data and
can focus more on business.

 The supplier’s home screen, which was delivered as part of SAP Supply
Network Collaboration, UI add-on for purchase order collaboration 1.0,
informs supplier end users about their tasks with regard to the purchase
order collaboration process. This dashboard screen has been
accelerated to provide real-time business insights immediately after the
application has been started.

High
performance
analytics
Improved response times
on several screens,
including quick view
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 Supplier performance rating runs faster on SAP HANA, enabling the
customer to monitor and rate the performance of its suppliers
immediately.

Benefits
Critical information is at your fingertips when you can run the analytical tools
in SAP Supply Network Collaboration on SAP HANA.

Purchase order processing has been optimized from beginning to end to
reduce response times and enable you to focus more on your business.

Road Map and Outlook
Further improvements are planned for the most-used transactions and
reports.

Product Details/Prerequisites
The prerequisite to running enhancement package 2 for SAP Supply
Network Collaboration 7.0 on SAP HANA is SAP NetWeaver 7.4.

How to Get Started
Performance enhancements for SAP Supply Network Collaboration are
applicable as a stand-alone deployment option and as part of a server
installation for SAP SCM.

Easy adoption is possible through installation of support packages. The
easiest way to implement all enhancements is to install SAP Supply Network
Collaboration 7.02 SP12.

Please read the following guide to learn more:

Master Guide: SAP Supply Network Collaboration 7.0 Including SAP
Enhancement Package 2

http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700001191442011E
http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700001191442011E
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Logistics and Order Fulfillment
SAP Extended Warehouse Management
with SAP HANA

Business Practices Today
Warehouse management systems control the material flow in a warehouse.
The main areas of warehouse management are:
 Planning warehouse activities and workers

 Controlling material flow in a warehouse

 Executing warehouse processes and

 Monitoring warehouse stock and processes

Ambition
Maintaining highly optimized and efficient warehouse processes while
meeting service-level agreements is the key objective of warehouse
managers. This requires:
 Accurate shift and workload planning

 Realistic and effective execution planning

 Timely and high-quality order fulfillment and delivery

 Complete, up-to-the-minute visibility of warehouse stock and processes

 Optimal utilization of warehouse space and workforce

Challenges
Running efficient and highly optimized warehouse processes while meeting
service-level agreements requires accurate and reliable task and labor
planning. However, in reality a significant number of deliveries arrive late or
at the last minute. Ever-increasing customer service demands, as well as
diversified product assortments, also raise the complexity of warehouse
processes. Too often, last-minute reprioritization and task rescheduling
prevent optimal warehouse execution plans.
 Excess labor is planned in order to cope with peak workloads.

 Big Data volumes prevent real-time monitoring on relevant operational
transactional data.

 Warehouse storage needs to be planned to have products in the right
quantity at the right place for optimized delivery processing.

 Margin/cost reduction pressures drive increasing warehouse operational
and process efficiency, as well as warehouse space utilization
optimization.

Accurate
shift and
workload
planning
Advanced, predictive
workload calculation
and insight
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Business Innovation with SAP HANA
SAP HANA enables business process innovation that solves key challenges
in planning warehouse workloads and labor, as well as real-time monitoring
of warehouse processes and stock (even in most complex and high-
throughput distribution centers).
 Using the SAP HANA database, the SAP Extended Warehouse

Management (SAP EWM) application provides accelerated warehouse
monitoring even for most complex queries (with SAP EWM 9.0 SP04
available since Q1/2013).

Labor demand planning addresses efficient workload and labor
planning (with SAP EWM 9.1;generally available in Q2/2014).

 Enhanced search helps foster user productivity of office staff with easy-
to-use and fast search using SAP HANA, including fuzzy text search
(with SAP EWM 9.1; generally available in Q2/2014).

 Two new products are available: ‚SAP HANA Live for Extended
Warehouse Management 1.0 and SAP Smart Business cockpit for
extended warehouse management 1.0.

Innovation in Detail
SAP HANA provides warehouse, shift, and team managers and office staff
with flexible, extremely fast warehouse monitoring and reporting.

With SAP HANA, users of the warehouse monitoring functionality in SAP
EWM now get visibility into any warehouse operations area on the fly. For
example, an office employee can do a delivery search for a specific batch
(such as for a batch recall) or a search for overdue outbound deliveries
(such as deliveries lacking a picking wave or task assignment) up to 100
times faster.*

Indeed, the columnar, in-memory architecture of SAP HANA enables
indexed search for any search attribute – avoiding full table scans to
accelerate response times for any query. This means that users of SAP
EWM can now query every parameter, in any combination – any warehouse
task (picking, packing, loading), task status (new, open, or completed), or
warehouse area (staging, loading) – without needing IT to predefine the
query as a database index.

Labor demand planning (part of labor management) is an interactive
graphical HTML5-based application that helps a shift manager in a
warehouse plan resources and workloads more efficiently. Thanks to SAP
HANA, shift managers have workload visibility that was not possible before.

Using SAP HANA, SAP EWM supports advanced warehouse workload
calculation, based on large volume data aggregation and calculation. It
combines aggregated planned workload (across delivery orders, warehouse
orders, and warehouse tasks) with forecasted workload (based on historical
workload data and predictive analytics in SAP HANA). The resulting

Up to
100x
faster
Complete warehouse
operations visibility
on the fly*
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workload data is graphically displayed and is based on the picking and
packing outbound processes.

Labor demand planning can run on a mobile tablet device as well as on
the desktop and makes use of the in-memory functionality of SAP
HANA.

Figure 5: Labor Demand Planning View

Depicted in Figure 5 is the labor demand planning view for a warehouse shift
manager or team lead. In the morning the shift manager selects the current
date and view that represents the warehouse activities and activity areas
that are his or her responsibility. For the selected activities and areas, labor
demand planning displays a bar chart showing the number of warehouse
workers that are needed to manage the given workload.

Below the bar chart, the shift manager gets further contextual information,
such as accuracy-level details on the calculated workload.

Setting up labor demand planning is not difficult; just a few simple settings
are needed. Most important, there is no need to set up elaborate engineered
labor standards. Labor demand planning uses historical data in the system
to calculate average warehouse task durations using predictive analytics
enabled by SAP HANA.

Another area where SAP EWM benefits from using SAP HANA is the
enhanced search help to foster user productivity of office staff. Fast,
easy-to-use search based on SAP HANA includes fuzzy text search. For
example, office employees can now readily find a specific product stored in
the warehouse, planned or being processed for inbound or outbound
delivery, without the need to enter the exact product ID or description.

SAP HANA Live for EWM enables real-time analytical queries for
operational reporting based on stack query calculation views in SAP HANA.

Higher
customer
satisfaction
through ensured
service-level
agreements
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The first shipment focuses on outbound delivery (order) item data for the
user role of shift supervisor and the following tasks:
 Workload planning and execution monitoring

 Overdue analysis (for example, overdue picks)

 Bottleneck analysis (such as whether the planned volume load for
specific staging area is too high)

 Execution quality (such as average goods issue delay time)

These queries can either be used with functionality running on SAP HANA in
SAP EWM (since SAP EWM 9.0 SP04) or in a side-by-side system
deployment option for SAP EWM versions 7.02 and higher. The analytical
queries have built-in features to automatically adapt to current calendar day
and time.

The queries can be used by several UI clients, such as the Microsoft Office
client for the SAP BusinessObjects Analysis software or SAP Lumira®
software, and as well by SAP Smart Business for EWM.

With SAP Smart Business for EWM we ship seven KPI definitions based
on the live queries on SAP HANA. With these KPI definitions it is possible to
configure a KPI dashboard with many different SAP Fiori analytical apps,
with each KPI app also providing drill-down views and filter possibilities for
deeper analysis.
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Figure 6: Example of a Personalized KPI Dashboard Based on SAP® Smart Business for
Extended Warehouse Management

Benefits
Significant business benefits can be achieved by using SAP HANA to
optimize and rethink business processes for labor demand planning, as well
as by leveraging overall warehouse real-time monitoring (even for Big Data
selections).

Reduced warehouse costs through efficient shift planning – knowing
how much workload is required for which area and for which activity

Higher customer satisfaction by meeting service-level agreements.
Advanced workload calculation and visibility enables efficient labor
resource planning to help ensure accurate and timely delivery
processing.

Faster, more accurate operational monitoring and problem solving
with real-time warehouse operations monitoring – even in the case of
complex queries across Big Data volumes

Improved user productivity with the advanced and fast search help
functionality of SAP HANA

Road Map and Outlook
SAP plans to use the power of SAP HANA to further enhance real-time
reporting on transactional warehouse Big Data to provide deep insight into
warehouse stock utilization and warehouse processes. We also plan to
provide enhanced decision support with dedicated dashboards for efficient
warehouse operations and cost reduction.

Reduced
costs
through efficient
shift planning
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We plan to use SAP HANA to analyze historical transactional data as well as
planned future workloads to derive innovative warehouse optimization for
logistic processes, such as dynamic rearranging of goods for superefficient
picking of upcoming workloads.

We plan to continue to make use of dedicated features of the application
server for SAP HANA to increase the productivity of frequent business
users, such as with fuzzy search. By providing search using SAP HANA
targeted to detect and resolve critical situations as they occur, we plan to
help enhance the service level of the warehouse.

Product Details/Prerequisites
SAP EWM 9.0 is available with functionality for use with the SAP HANA
database. Customers require SAP EWM 9.0 SP4 on SAP HANA, based on
SAP NetWeaver 7.4.

Labor demand planning is part of SAP EWM 9.1 (released to customers
Q4/2013), based on SAP NetWeaver 7.4.

How to Get Started
SAP EWM 9.1 is available in the software download corner of the SAP
Service Marketplace site. A detailed description of how to get started is
provided on the SAP Help Portal (http://help.sap.com/ewm).

http://help.sap.com/ewm
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Transportation Management

Business Practices Today
The SAP Transportation Management (SAP TM) application supports the
end-to-end planning, orchestration, execution, and tracking of the physical
movement of goods. The main areas of transportation management are:
 Freight capacity and demand planning – across a global, complex and

multimode supply network

 Freight planning and order management – with efficient freight
consolidation, routing, resource, and carrier determination (taking into
account cost, resource availability, customer service-level agreements,
and multimodal schedule constraints)

 Freight execution management and monitoring – with capacity and
shipment execution management as well as event tracking and handling

 Freight settlement – with comprehensive freight charge management,
freight cost calculation, and integration with the SAP ERP application for
order-to-cash and procure-to-pay processing

Ambition
Shippers (manufacturing, retail and distribution, utilities, and more) as well
as transportation and logistics industries have common transportation
management goals:
 Reduced transportation costs and improved margins: through efficient,

automated freight planning and execution processes, efficient freight
consolidation, and routing and carrier selection

 Superior customer service: with accurate, on-time, cost-effective goods
delivery

 Increased agility with system and process flexibility, as well as enhanced
end-to-end shipment visibility to adapt to fast-moving market and
customer needs

SAP HANA will enable users of SAP TM to achieve new levels of visibility,
flexibility, and speed to support efficient freight management.

Faster,
more
efficient
freight
management
SAP HANA is the
foundation to support
faster global transportation
network, capacity, and
freight planning
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Challenges
In order to achieve the described goals, transportation managers and
employees struggle with different hurdles:

Efficient global and regional planning – Combining decentralized,
local business views into an aggregated view, to identify synergies and
take the right decisions to reduce costs and carbon emission

User experience and productivity – With huge volumes of transactional
data (business documents) and master data (such as business partners,
locations, transportation network, transportations resources, and selling
and buying rates)

Timely, automated freight planning optimization – Working with large-
scale planning scenarios (involving high numbers of locations and a
complex transportation network) that can take too long to create a global,
transportation plan in the time frame needed

Clear visibility and decision support – Complex and sophisticated rate
structures that hinder effective freight procurement and selling

Efficient resource/asset management – With a clear overview of
fleet/asset (trucks, trailers, containers, rail cars) usage and location to
increase asset utilization, minimizing transportation asset shortages and
rental costs

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
Functionality in SAP Transportation Management in combination with
technology in SAP HANA enables the challenges above to be overcome.
SAP HANA offers the foundation to improve transportation business
processes and take freight management to a new level.

Innovation in Detail
Analytics: Functionality powered by SAP HANA that is now available in
SAP Transportation Management allows operational real-time (ad hoc)
reporting on a large amount of data (without the need of data replication and
preaggregation of data) and covers the following areas:
 Virtual data models  Reusable data provider

(Transportation costs Revenues, profit; forwarding orders)

 SAP Smart Business cockpit  Flexible dashboards

 SAP Fiori apps  Any device, HTML5

Using SAP HANA, it will be possible to gain instant visibility into a running
transportation business – across regions, countries, or departments in real
time – directly in SAP TM.

Users will have the flexibility to conduct ad hoc analysis on the fly with
powerful, fast data aggregation across regions, countries, and departments
(for freight costs, revenues, orders, and events), with the ability to drill down
to further details.

Real-time
transportation
operations
reporting
Global freight cost, revenue,
shipment, and compliance
reporting, all on the fly
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Figure 7: Example of KPI Cockpit in SAP® Transportation Management

Figure 8: Example of Second-Level Drill-Down KPI for Transportation Costs

Instant
KPI
drill down
Instant transparency and
ad hoc drill down to details
(without data replication
and preaggregation)
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In the area of strategic freight management, high-performance, embedded,
real-time analytics are vital to give timely, accurate visibility for effective
carrier negotiation to reduce freight costs.

User productivity: With functionality powered by SAP HANA, SAP
Transportation Management will increase user productivity:

Usability: Flexible search help and enterprise search are provided with
faster response times. It is possible to perform a fast and flexible search
for different entities such as business partners or documents without the
need for the search criteria to be defined beforehand and without
additional database indexes.

Performance: Huge advantages are delivered when a high volume of
data is selected and read from the database, such as faster response
times entering the transportation cockpit and manual freight planning.
This enables faster handling of the daily work for transportation planners.

Figure 9: Entry to Transportation Cockpit

Figure 10: Manual Planning in Transportation Cockpit (Assign Ten Freight Units to One
Resource and Create Freight Order)

Higher
performance
and usability
Faster transportation cockpit
handling and freight planning
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Benefits
With functionality powered by SAP HANA in SAP Transportation
Management, we deliver instant reporting and performance benefits. It is the
foundation and prerequisite for the upcoming innovations described in the
next section.

Road Map and Outlook
SAP HANA will be the foundation and enabler of several future innovations
on the road map for SAP Transportation Management. Planned innovations
based on SAP HANA are:

Accelerated, accurate planning optimization: Powered by SAP HANA,
SAP Transportation Management is planned to improve runtime of the
optimizer preprocessing. This will make it possible to:
 Reduce the overall planning runtime

 Improve the optimization quality (when saved runtime of preprocessing
can be spent on the optimizer runtime)

 Optimize bigger scenarios with a larger number of locations in one
planning run

The intended result will be enhanced cost and carbon emission reduction, as
transportation demands can be better consolidated across business units
and regions as well as inbound and outbound movements.

Background:
 Planning comprises three steps: preprocessing, optimization, and

postprocessing.

 Transportation lane determination is part of the preprocessing step of the
overall planning process. The preprocessing takes about 40% of the
overall planning runtime; out of this the lane, determination accounts for
about 90%.

Lane determination runtime increases dramatically as the number of
locations/zones increases and as the transportation network setup for
customers gets more complex. In two test scenarios (based on an SAP
internal test with real customer data), the runtime to determine connections
between locations (transportation network/lane) was reduced from over 12
minutes to less than 2 seconds.* Details can be found in Figure 11.

Enhanced
freight
planning and
optimization
Faster, more efficient
freight consolidation,
routing, and scheduling
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Figure 11: Runtime Comparison: Customer Data*

Real-time rate and charge analysis and simulation: Further functionality
for SAP Transportation Management powered by SAP HANA is planned for
optimized rate analytics, what-if analysis, and simulation. This will increase
user productivity and improve pricing quality by supporting better visibility
and simulation capabilities.

Real-time transportation asset management: Another planned
enhancement of SAP Transportation Management is a new native add-on
application for SAP HANA, working directly on the SAP TM data (model).
This transportation asset management (TAM) solution is planned to support:
 Management of empty assets like containers and trailers

 Advanced analytics

 Demand forecasts for assets, like containers and trailers at certain
locations, regions, and the like

 Decision support and optimization
– Pickup and return
– Repositioning

Up to
465x faster
Tested with real customer data
as proof of concept showing
the big opportunities*

Real-time
transportation
asset
management
Advanced analytics,
optimized planning,
and real-time tracking
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Figure 12: Planned Solution Landscape for Transportation Asset Management

Planned Solution Landscape for Transportation Asset Management

 EAM for equipment master as well as maintenance and repair

 TM supporting operational processes

 EM for event management

 TAM for transportation asset management

Figure 13: Container Management: Inventory, Tracking, and Operational Planning

Product Details/Prerequisites
Functionality powered by SAP HANA became available in SAP
Transportation Management 9.1 (SP01) in Q2/2014.

SAP HANA Live for Transportation Management is now available. Additional
shipments are planned for every second quarter.
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Track and Trace: SAP Event Management
and SAP Object Event Repository

Business Practices Today
Today’s supply chain networks are constantly challenged by their increasing
complexity and distribution across ever-wider geographies – threatening
timely operations and product quality. Providing visibility into both product
creation and the movement of goods and assets across the supply chain,
SAP software enables complete supply network traceability. Companies can
track and trace products across the supply chain at the appropriate level of
detail and regardless of system and company boundaries. The transparency
gained enables management by exception and leads to optimal supply chain
performance, customer service, compliance, and competitive advantage.

The SAP Event Management application helps companies achieve
advanced visibility into business process execution and inventory, for
example:

Complete business process visibility and status monitoring –
Extends across the complete order-to-cash and procure-to-pay lifecycle
(order ready for execution, delivery created, shipment planned, shipment
completed, proof of delivery, payment received)

Goods and assets in-transit visibility – Allows tracking and visualizing
actual reposition and lifecycle history regarding resources (such as
containers, rail cars, trucks, and trailers) and goods

Real-time logistics execution for monitoring and event tracking –
From freight/forwarding order planning, across transportation execution
to delivery to the consignee – such as delivery status (delayed, on time,
canceled) and execution milestone status (loading begun, loaded,
departure, in transit, customs cleared, arrival, proof of delivery)

Automated exception management – With an embedded, configurable
rules engine to automatically react to received or delayed event
messages (such as short message service [SMS] sending for a delayed
event, or automatic triggering of invoice, sent upon proof-of-delivery
event)

End-to-end
process
and
execution
visibility

Real-time
document,
product,
and resource
tracking
and object
tracking
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SAP object event repository supports:
Full product tracking and authentication with product item tracking at
the serial-number level to support product anticounterfeiting and
authenticity assurance

GS1 EPCIS standard 1.0.1 complemented by the SAP Auto-ID
Infrastructure offering for enriching processes in SAP ERP with product
serial numbers and their hierarchies

Ambition
Companies having requirements in these areas need to be able to receive,
process, and effectively manage and analyze extremely high volumes of
event data in real time – collecting and processing input from multiple
sources, systems, and business partners across their global supply chain.
Real-time tracking information then must be made available to users:
 In a way that is tailored to the user role – from manager to shop floor

worker

 In real time, at the right level of detail, on one screen

With SAP HANA, customers will now have real-time operational event
tracking and analytics for their global supply chain processes.

Challenges
Four major trends dominate the track and trace area:

Real-time updates – Companies need to receive and evaluate tracking
information in real time and immediately react to it (such as instant customer
service notification of goods issue and delivery status changes, or
transportation planner notification of delivery delays and damage). Real-time
transparency of the entire supply chain is a key enabler to reducing safety
stock and exception-handling costs, as well as to improving supply chain
security.

Increasing level of detail – Companies need to monitor exponentially
growing data volumes – a huge number of events and milestones – along
supply chain processes and supply chain execution at increasingly high
speeds (not just departure and arrival times but now intermediate shipment
positions, such as through GPS or automatic package weighing and
scanning data to automatically calculate the freight rate).

Legal compliance – Companies must prove the authenticity and security of
a product by providing tracking information across its whole lifecycle for
regulatory compliance in industries such as pharmaceutical, consumer
products, automotive, aerospace, and high tech.

Increasing costs – The handling and storage of a huge and growing
amount of data is driving up costs. Avoiding having to store data twice, such
as in a back-end system for operations and in a data warehouse for
analytics, helps reduce costs significantly.
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Business Innovation with SAP HANA
For the first time, SAP HANA opens the door to:
 Combining operational event tracking with aggregated analytical

reporting in one application

 Enabling real-time analytics directly on SAP Event Management without
the need for an additional data warehouse

This enables providing user-specific dashboards and cockpits in SAP Event
Management, such as for logistics managers, planners in logistics execution,
process analysts, or data analysts.

Innovation in Detail
SAP Event Management with SAP HANA

Functionality running on SAP HANA in SAP Event Management brings
innovation and improvement in two major areas on one system in a
nondisruptive manner:
 Performance

 Real-time analytics

Performance

With SAP HANA, SAP Event Management has the foundation needed to
manage and analyze exponential huge volumes of supply chain data. As a
test case for a very strong proof point, an extreme use case was taken. SAP
simulated a typical package tracking scenario for the postal industry in an
internal test with more than 150 million events. The results reveal the power
SAP HANA has to support the future demands of supply chain tracking in
general.*

In extensive mass load tests with data closely simulating a real package-
tracking scenario for the postal industry, functionality running on SAP HANA
in SAP Event Management was able to:
 Process more than 1,000 event messages per second – including a set

of rules, such as for status updates and creating event handlers

 Process more than 250 event queries per second – for an object search
with one or several parameters, such as “show status of parcel 1213”

 Execute a complex analytical query in less than 1 second – such as the
average transportation time from region A to region B in the last month

These tests were run on a midsize server having 40 CPU cores and 500 GB
memory. They suggest that functionality running on SAP HANA in SAP
Event Management is capable of supporting a postal company’s
requirements to process 16 to 17 million events per day.

1,000 events
per second
Real-time handling of mega
volume logistics data*

<1 second
Instant data selection,
aggregation and analysis*
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Real-Time Analytics

Functionality running on SAP HANA in SAP Event Management addresses a
frequently expressed request from customers: real-time reporting and
complex real-time analytics without the need of an additional business
warehouse system.

Leveraging SAP HANA Live offerings, SAP Smart Business cockpit, and
SAP BusinessObjects BI solutions, SAP Event Management delivers a
standard general dashboard with preconfigured KPIs and KPI drill downs.
Customers can use any of the preconfigured KPIs from SAP Event
Management and other applications to tailor the dashboard to user-specific
views.

Here are some common examples:

Logistics execution manager dashboard
Operational execution performance
Real-time, accurate status and trends for KPIs like on-time pickup
performance and on-time delivery performance

Reporting compliance
Real-time, accurate status and trends for KPIs like on-time reporting
performance, completeness, and quality

Process analysis
Help for the manager to evaluate the duration of process steps to identify
weak points or reasons of failure, by region, by department, and with on-
line drill down into any detail needed

Logistics execution planner dashboard
Actual status of orders in process
Real-time status and event history for any selected order, combined with
benchmarking KPIs to assess the information shown, such as on-time
delivery rate or successful delivery rate

Lists of exceptions and alerts
Orders and documents that need the planner’s attention, for example, or
delayed deliveries that can be expedited

Data analyst
Data quality
Error reports, such as duplicate, missing, or faulty events, with the ability
to drill down to event details

End-to-end
visibility
Instant supply chain
status, trend, and
alert insight

Real-time
analytics
Without the need
for data warehouse
upload
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Nondisruptive

SAP Event Management 9.0 does not need any special adjustment to run on
SAP HANA. Existing scenarios supported by SAP Event Management can
be migrated just by upgrading the underlying SAP Event Management
software to SAP HANA. In this way, real-time analytics can also be run for
existing implementations.

SAP HANA Live for Event Management

SAP HANA Live for Event Management provides built-in queries and KPIs in
three areas:
 On-time execution performance

 Reporting compliance

 Cycle times

These queries are intended to serve as a basis to readily configure role-
specific dashboards with a couple of clicks, or to set up additional self-
defined queries.

SAP Smart Business for Event Management

SAP Smart Business for event management offers a dashboard for
collecting typical KPIs, leveraging SAP HANA Live for Event Management.
KPIs from different applications can then be combined into a single
dashboard with just a few clicks.

Figure 14: SAP® Smart Business for Event Management

Migration
without
disruption
No configuration
specific to SAP HANA
is needed to migrate
scenarios
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Figure 15: Example of Second-Level Drill-Down KPI for Average Cycle Time of Delayed
Deliveries Proof of Delivery

Benefits
Enable analytics on data from SAP Event Management without an
additional data warehouse

SAP HANA enables complex analytical evaluation to run directly on SAP
Event Management without the need for an additional data warehouse
system like the SAP Business Warehouse application You get real-time
results at less cost.

Upgrade to SAP HANA without change of implementation

There is no need to change customizing settings or internal functions. The
existing configuration can be kept when moving to SAP HANA. This
shortens the migration process and saves costs.

Improve performance

The package tracking scenario described above shows impressive
performance for receiving and processing events. Even more important,
however, are the performance wins on the query side when searching for
event handlers. SAP HANA deals better with queries containing a mix of the
different parameter types in SAP Event Management than traditional
databases do. Furthermore, calculating the inventory of available resources
directly in SAP Event Management would not even be feasible without SAP
HANA.

Use the suite of reporting tools available for SAP HANA and SAP
BusinessObjects BI solutions

The analytics tools in SAP HANA and SAP BusinessObjects BI solutions can
be readily used to create dashboards or mobile applications for accessing
SAP Event Management directly. This saves costs and efforts in
implementation projects.
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Road Map and Outlook
Future extensions being considered for SAP Event Management using SAP
HANA are:
 User-centric cockpits to combine analytics and event details in one

screen to ease root cause analysis for existing event management
processes

 Additional built-in content for SAP HANA Live and SAP Smart Business

 Support for planning applications from SAP with real-time event
management data

The future direction includes plans to broaden the track and trace
functionality toward achieving supply chain integrity. In addition, asset
tracking functionality is planned to be deepened and extended for better
decision support. Supply chain integrity aims to assure the sustainable
integrity, security, and quality of supply, from raw material to production and
from production to point of consumption. Having SAP HANA support these
solutions will help keep harm away from consumers and help ensure brand
protection in a more efficient way by offering real-time insights that can be
acted on.

Future innovations are planned to help ensure end-to-end supply chain
integrity by providing:
 Fast corrective and recall action in case of quality issues

 Assurance that supplies follow legitimate channels, avoiding the
introduction of inferior materials and counterfeits

 Visibility into supply chain risk hot spots while mitigating supply chain
disruptions

 Traceability of product genealogy and its distribution, including serialized
and upstream traceability

 Extended supply chain and logistics monitoring

Product Details/Prerequisites
SAP Event Management 9.0 is available on SAP HANA from SP03 on,
released in August 2013.

Functionality running on SAP HANA in SAP object event repository uses the
components SAP Event Management 9.0 SP03 and SAP Auto-ID
Infrastructure 7.1.
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Supply Chain Monitoring
SAP Supply Chain Info Center

Business Practices Today
Across several major manufacturing industries (such as consumer products,
high tech, chemicals, mill products, and automotive), SAP Advanced
Planning and Optimization is a cornerstone of SAP’s supply chain
management strategy, with more than 2,000 active customers. SAP
Advanced Planning and Optimization is an excellent supply chain planning
platform. Today, customers usually increase the power of SAP Advanced
Planning and Optimization data by extending its current analytical
functionality. This provides more insight into supply chain planning.

In order to have analytical reports based on SAP Advanced Planning and
Optimization, the key transactional data must be extracted. There is one
traditional way for data extraction, using predefined and implemented
background jobs. Once the planning data is extracted and stored in a
business warehouse, it is prepared for developing analytical reporting or
dashboards, on top of the extracted data, using various business intelligence
visualization tools.

The time-intensive data extraction from SAP Advanced Planning and
Optimization to business warehouse is usually done during the night by
scheduled background jobs. This also has certain restrictions; for example,
data extraction can be done in certain periods only, and macro-calculated
data cannot be extracted at all currently.

If reporting performance on aggregated information is required, persisted
aggregates need to be used in the business warehouse to increase the
reading performance.

Reporting can serve goals on strategic, tactical, and operational levels. To
serve these purposes, several types of reports need to be built.

Ambition
Business decisions made within the supply chain need to be contextual, and
exceptions must be managed with an understanding of their impact on
performance, thereby enabling a true management-by-information approach.

Supply chain information must be accessible in real time so that decisions
are made and trade-offs are considered in the full context of the KPIs and
business performance objectives.

Visibility
into key supply
chain planning data
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Challenges
Access and visibility: Today’s business users struggle to get real-time
insights into their global supply chain. These users seek end-to-end supply
chain visibility even for their extended networks. Moreover, increasing
variability in demand and changing conditions in global supply require more
real-time access to information. Companies need easier access and tools for
analysis of large data volumes.

Decision making: Business users have limited decision-making capabilities
due to lack of ad hoc and KPI analysis. Plus, current operational reporting
solutions are often not ready to use as purchased. Major delays and lags
exist between reporting availability and timely decisions.

KPI monitoring: Decision makers seek to monitor KPIs across the supply
chain, manage prioritized exceptions, and drill down to the details to analyze
underlying root causes. Currently, systems lack the ability to understand and
interpret the immediate impact of changing conditions on KPIs. Many
decisions need to be made on the fly, because performing ad hoc analysis is
almost impossible in today’s environment.

Business Innovation with SAP HANA
With SAP HANA, planners can analyze and measure SAP Advanced
Planning and Optimization planning through on-the-fly aggregates in SAP
HANA:
 Data can be flexibly aggregated by SAP HANA, unlike traditional

planning transactions that are linked to the detailed level. This enables
reporting on KPIs from various perspectives so that the supply chain can
be examined in various ways.

 Ad hoc analysis is available based on short-term business needs.

 Immediate insight into large datasets is possible.

 The impact of planning decisions on company KPIs can be analyzed.

 SAP HANA permits introduction of custom data manipulations and
calculations, like new KPIs built on top of the delivered virtual data model
(VDM), to allow custom-specific insights into supply chain.

With near real-time data integration users can:
 Make decisions based on current data instead of working on outdated

copies

 Monitor KPIs to take immediate action

With predefined dashboards, companies can use operational analytics in
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization immediately without disruption.

Close to
real-time
data
replication
Enables up-to-date
analytics instead
of outdated data
for analytics
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Innovation in Detail
Built-in analytical reporting for different analytical use cases is now
possible. New analytical scenarios can be defined quickly using the data that
resides in SAP HANA. Existing demand planning and supply network
planning use cases can be combined for creating brand new analytical
cases. This enables the users to analyze extremely complex situations that
required a great deal of time in the past.

Forecast accuracy analytics supports the demand planner with indicators on
the quality and reliability of the forecast on all possible levels.

Figure 16: Example of Forecast Accuracy (SAP® Supply Chain Info Center 1.0 SP03)

Supply analytics allows supply planners to measure the quality of a supply
plan in terms of projected service level and resulting inventory.

Figure 17: Example of Stock Coverage Analytics (SAP® Supply Chain Info Center 1.0 SP03)
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Capacity analytics allows capacity planners to see capacity load across the
supply chain and get insight on consuming products.

Figure 18: Example of Capacity Analysis (SAP® Supply Chain Info Center 1.0 SP03)

Near real-time analytics: Compared to data extraction into a business
warehouse where only a full extraction is possible, data replication to SAP
HANA can be more than 10 times faster. Furthermore, you can stay in line
with order processing and supply chain execution with delta replication.

Openness of the data model allows easy consumption via state-of-the-art
business intelligence tools. SAP BusinessObjects tools, SAP Lumira™
software, and the exposed virtual data model (VDM) enable you to create
your own reports on top of the replicated supply chain data. The VDM is a
structured representation of SAP HANA database views used in SAP HANA
Live following consistent modeling rules.

Different deployment options of SAP Supply Chain Info Center offer
innovation without disruption to your business – with separate installation
of SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization and SAP HANA (side by side)
or by running SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization on SAP HANA.
SAP Supply Chain Info Center can be deployed side by side with your
installation of SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization 7.0, enhancement
package 1, 2, or 3.

Benefits
Real-time reporting: Performance for analytics from SAP Advanced Planning
and Optimization is increased by orders of magnitude, and streamlined delta
replication allows near real-time reporting.

Usability: The UI design is highly attractive and user-friendly and is delivered
with content to make use easier.
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Simpler: The approach for operative reporting (for example, no BW reporting
framework) is simplified, and employees spend less time compiling,
generating, and waiting for reports and analysis.

Seeing the big picture: Supply chain reporting on data aggregates is
possible – such as grouping by product family or product lines. Discovery
and drill-down functionality can detect demand/supply issues.

SAP Fiori Apps for SAP Supply Chain Info Center
SAP Fiori apps for SAP Supply Chain Info Center offer a mobile approach to
supply chain planning analytics. These apps are planned to enhance the
existing use cases for supply projection, stock coverage, forecast accuracy,
and capacity analysis. Additional functions and use cases are available.

SAP Fiori apps for supply planning: There are multiple apps for a supply
planner available, including apps for short-term analysis (such as supply
shortage, stock deficit, and stock overage) and long-term analysis (such as
projected service level projected stock value, and day’s supply), and a
supply network app for identifying top issues in a supply network. The supply
planner will be able to:
 Identify top issues like supply shortages or excess supply

 Understand inventory on different levels and at different locations for
balancing across the supply chain

 Measure and understand the quality of supply plan in the long term

 Provide information on aggregated level and guidance to drill down
further into supply issues

 Provide supply projections and inventory information based on future
demand and supply

Figure 19: Example of SAP® Fiori® App for Supply Shortage
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SAP Fiori app for demand planning: The demand waterfall app offers a
demand planner an overview of snapshots from previous forecast cycles,
actuals, and current forecast. A demand planner will be able to:
 Improve forecast accuracy and avoid high forecast errors

 Find out possible root causes of why forecasts were incorrect

 Find out when forecasts changed considerably

Figure 20: Example of SAP® Fiori® App for Demand Waterfall Analysis

SAP Fiori apps for an available-to-promise (ATP) controller: Insights will
allow the order fulfillment analyst to deal with unconfirmed and
overconfirmed order items. The apps will provide or identify missing
components for insights into ATP results and will improve order confirmation
by identifying:
 Patterns such as substitutions and confirmation status

 Issues such as delays
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Figure 21: Example of SAP® Fiori® App for ATP Overview

In general, the SAP Fiori apps for SAP Supply Chain Info Center will shape
a new category of UI on top of SAP Supply Chain Info Center with focus on:
 Apps that are tailored to specific use cases

 Fast-track and nondisruptive simplification for power users

 Straightforward ways to reconcile demand/supply planning issues

 The ability to run on tablets and desktops

Road Map and Outlook
Supply chain visibility and analytics contribute the most to making a
company’s logistics and supply chain management a success. Similar to
what has been done for SAP Supply Chain Info Center, innovations are
planned for the extended supply chain. We plan to apply the benefits of
real-time data, attractive UIs, and immediate big-picture insight to all areas
of the supply chain, resulting in the SAP Supply Chain Control Tower
solution with:
 Complete visibility

 Alert and exception management

 Integrated supply chain monitoring

 What-if analysis and simulation

 Analytics and performance management
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Product Details/Prerequisites
SAP Supply Chain Info Center provides operational reporting functionality
that allows near real-time access to supply chain planning data from SAP
Advanced Planning and Optimization.

SAP Supply Chain Info Center 1.0 has been available since December
2012. SAP Supply Chain Info Center 1.0 SP03 is released for SAP SCM 7.0,
enhancement package 1, 2, and 3, and is generally available.

SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization is required in order to use SAP
Supply Chain Info Center. This is the system of origin for supply chain
planning data.
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How to Get Started
To get started with SAP Supply Chain Info Center, do the following:
 Identify the business need:

– How do you know what items have poor forecast accuracy?
– How do you know which distribution centers will run out of stock next

month?
– How do you get an overview of your production plan?
– How do you determine where capacity and bottleneck constraints

are?
– How do you start your daily work and get updated plans throughout

the day?

 Start with the preconfigured analytical workflows within SAP Supply
Chain Info Center.

 Think of additional content like custom KPIs and key figures for analytics.

 Think of additional analytical reports with business intelligence
visualization tools.

To learn more about the existing solution and future benefits of SAP Supply
Chain Info Center powered by SAP HANA, please contact SAP or use these
resources available on the Web:

Use Video:

SAP Supply Chain Info Center
www.sap.com/asset/index.epx?id=1bdeccd6-0495-46a7-a3f1
-91e3a4c098b7

* Source: SAP internal lab tests as of Sept. 2013. All performance KPIs are preliminary. SAP internal lab measurements and productive customer
performance can deviate.

http://www.sap.com/asset/index.epx?id=1bdeccd6-0495-46a7-a3f1-91e3a4c098b7
http://www.sap.com/asset/index.epx?id=1bdeccd6-0495-46a7-a3f1-91e3a4c098b7
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